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            Abstract
The quantum superposition principle allows massive particles to be delocalized over distant positions. Though quantum mechanics has proved adept at describing the microscopic world, quantum superposition runs counter to intuitive conceptions of reality and locality when extended to the macroscopic scale1, as exemplified by the thought experiment of SchrÃ¶dingerâ€™s cat2. Matter-wave interferometers3, which split and recombine wave packets in order to observe interference, provide a way to probe the superposition principle on macroscopic scales4 and explore the transition to classical physics5. In such experiments, large wave-packet separation is impeded by the need for long interaction times and large momentum beam splitters, which cause susceptibility to dephasing and decoherence1. Here we use light-pulse atom interferometry6,7 to realize quantum interference with wave packets separated by up to 54â€‰centimetres on a timescale of 1 second. These results push quantum superposition into a new macroscopic regime, demonstrating that quantum superposition remains possible at the distances and timescales of everyday life. The sub-nanokelvin temperatures of the atoms and a compensation of transverse optical forces enable a large separation while maintaining an interference contrast of 28 per cent. In addition to testing the superposition principle in a new regime, large quantum superposition states are vital to exploring gravity with atom interferometers in greater detail. We anticipate that these states could be used to increase sensitivity in tests of the equivalence principle8,9,10,11,12, measure the gravitational Aharonovâ€“Bohm effect13, and eventually detect gravitational waves14 and phase shifts associated with general relativity12.
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                    Figure 1: Fountain interferometer.[image: ]


Figure 2: Wave packets separated by 54â€‰cm.[image: ]


Figure 3: Fluorescence images of output ports.[image: ]


Figure 4: Contrast metrics.[image: ]


Figure 5: Spatial interference fringes.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Dependence of contrast on absolute light shift compensation.
For 30Ä§k, the contrast as a fraction of its maximum value is plotted as a function of the asymmetry between the red and blue sidebands for one of the atom optics laser beams. To change the sideband asymmetry, we adjust the temperature of one of the frequency doubling crystals while keeping the sidebands of the second atom optics laser beam symmetric. Where Pred and Pblue are the respective optical powers in the red and blue sidebands, we define an asymmetry parameter 1â€‰âˆ’â€‰(Pred/Pblue). Since the blue sideband is used to drive the Bragg transitions, we keep Pblue fixed in order to maintain constant Rabi frequency. This prevents us from reaching large negative values of the asymmetry parameter, because there is only enough total optical power available to increase Pred slightly without suppressing Pblue. In order to achieve a more negative effective value of the asymmetry parameter, we suppress the power in the carrier to half its usual amount for the one negative point in the plot. The carrier is blue detuned, so decreasing its power pulls the absolute light shift in the same direction as decreasing Pblue. To account for this, we plot the fractional contrast versus the effective asymmetry parameter that would yield the same light shift as the one that we implement, but at a fixed carrier power. The observed dependence of contrast on the sideband asymmetry indicates the importance of absolute light shift compensation for LMT interferometry. Error bars, 1Ïƒ.


Extended Data Figure 2 Examples of data showing interference contrast.
Plots of P1 versus experimental trial for 2Ä§k, 30Ä§k, 60Ä§k and 90Ä§k. The red traces have small values of Î´T and therefore display interference contrast. As discussed in the main text, we do not observe a stable fringe because of the vibration of the retroreflection mirror. For comparison, the grey traces have large values of Î´T so that contrast is eliminated, and they therefore show the amount of background amplitude noise in P1. Panels from left to right as follows. 2Ä§k: red trace, Î´Tâ€‰=â€‰0â€‰Î¼s; grey trace, Î´Tâ€‰=â€‰2â€‰ms. 30Ä§k: red trace, Î´Tâ€‰=â€‰âˆ’15â€‰Î¼s; grey trace, Î´Tâ€‰=â€‰100â€‰Î¼s. 60Ä§k: red trace, Î´Tâ€‰=â€‰0â€‰Î¼s; grey trace, Î´Tâ€‰=â€‰100â€‰Î¼s. 90Ä§k: red trace, Î´Tâ€‰=â€‰1â€‰Î¼s; grey trace, Î´Tâ€‰=â€‰âˆ’50â€‰Î¼s.


Extended Data Figure 3 Bounds on macroscopic extensions of quantum mechanics.
Exclusion curves for the minimal modification to quantum mechanics proposed in ref. 4. Points in this parameter space below a given curve in the plot have been ruled out by the corresponding experiment. The green curves show the bounds placed by the 2Ä§k and 90Ä§k atom interferometry results presented in this work. The grey, shaded area illustrates the region of parameter space excluded by these results. For sub-micrometre critical lengths, affected atoms would receive sufficiently large spontaneous momentum kicks to move out of the interferometer output ports. This results in atom loss and in a reduced sensitivity of the interference contrast to the decoherence rate. Therefore, we cut off the curves arising from our interferometry data at 1â€‰Î¼m. We also show exclusion curves from a sodium interferometer from 199240 (solid black), a caesium interferometer from 200137 (solid red), a neutron interferometer from 200241(dashed red), a C70 molecular interferometer from 200242 (dashed black), a caesium interferometer from 200938 (solid blue), a caesium interferometer from 201239 (dashed blue), a C284H190F320N4S12 molecular interferometer from 201343 (solid orange), and a rubidium interferometer from 201325 (solid cyan). For all of the exclusion curves, the change in slope occurs at a critical length scale value equal to the wave packet separation.


Extended Data Table 1 Comparison with other matter-wave interference experimentsFull size table
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Matter-wave interferometers, which allow for the observation of interference pattern of atomic wave packets that are split and recombined, have proven to be useful tools in precision metrology and fundamental research. These interferometers provide an opportunity to measure whether quantum superpositions exist at macroscopic length scales or only at microscopically small scales. But a truly macroscopic scale that would be necessary for such a test had not been reached in matter-wave interferometers to date. Here the authors show quantum interference of wave packets separated by 54 cm. Their matter-wave interferometer also promises increased sensitivity in precision tests, for example, when measuring the equivalence principle or measuring gravity.
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